
Thanks firstly to the committee of the Club for their invite and hospitality on the day. The exhibitors, entry 21 and the 

15 exhibits who braved the tropical conditions and the sporting way they accepted my decisions. Overall observations 

since I last judged was an improvement in head properties and overall balance and conformation. Movement still a 

concern but on the day the weather  was a factor. 

 

V. (2,1). 1. Barton's, Ch. Chamlea Dragons Delight at Amblehay. 12 years and 3 months old bitch in excellent condition.  

Still carrying a quality jacket. Good head, two dark eyes, well pigmented. A true Champion. Moved well for age in hot 

conditions. A picture and what a start to an amazing day. Thank you. 

 

MPD. (1). 1. Mills', Kerjalee Moments Jus Lik Zat. 6 month old dog. Very impressive young man. One expects from this 

kennel. Good head, would like more pigment, but early days. Same with coat a little slow. Stood foursquare. Very 

promising. Moved steadily for experienced handler.  

 

JD. (1). 1. Leggett's, Millwinkie Magic Moon at Meldale. 17 months old. Good overall picture. Advanced coat clear and 

good colour. Two dark eyes, well pigmented and correct bite. Moved a little unsettled. 

 

ND. (2). 1. Higgins and Youngs', Ladamis Colonel Custard. 20 months old. Another impressive youngster. Good head  

properties, two dark eyes, well pigmented. Advanced coat of good colour and texture. Excellent mover for a patient 

handler. 2. Mills', Kerjalee Moments Jus Lik Zat. 

 

LD. (1). 1. Georgians Jeddep Male Model. 2 year old. Good head, correct bite. Excellent jacket crisp and clear. Compact 

and well muscled. Reluctant to move freely but enough to access. RBD. 

 

OD. (1). 1. Reed and Thurlborns', Charmlea Blue Moon. 3 year old. Very impressive outline, did not disappoint on 

handling. Quality jacket. Two dark eyes, well  pigmented, excellent head and good bite. Good ring presence. Moved  

very freely commanded the ring. BD and BIS. 

 

JB. (6,2). 1. Crane and Duplocks', Mirene Honey Tonk Angel. 17 months old bitch. Good overall conformation. Nice head 

properties. Coat needs to clear to complete the picture. Moved steadily. 2. Jones and Harris's, Beauvallon Artemis with 

Amityoak. 13 months old. Unlucky to meet winner on the day giving just to much away in age. Coat clearing but            

immature. Dark eyes, well pigmented. Moved well when settled. 3. Davis's, Kalaju Klassic Fairytale. 

 

PGB. (3). 1. Wileman's, Jeddep Top Model for Lindisfarm. 2 year old quality bitch, sister to Limit dog winner. Small and 

petite so appealing. Dark eyes, well  pigmented. Won a tough class on movement and overall picture. Pushed  very hard 

in the challenge. 2. Oakes's, Oldoak New Tricks. 18 months old bitch. Larger in frame than winner. Just not in the same 

hard condition. Moved steadily. 3. Quinlans', Valleydell Jazmine. 

 

LB.  (1). 1. Gaines's, Charmlea First Embrace. 3 year old bitch. Super outline. Quality coat. Good head. Moved with drive. 

Pushed her  brother very hard. BB and RBIS. 

 

OB. (1). 1. Steels', Arthrug Upon a Sunbeam. 5 year old mature quality bitch. Cobby construction. Coat cleared nicely 

with age, harsh texture. Moved freely with control.   Dark eyes, well pigmented. Pushed hard in the challenge, just  

preferred overall balance of Limit winner. RBB.  

 

David Oakes 


